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LAP Lambert Academic Publishing. Paperback. Condition: New. 112 pages. Dimensions: 8.7in. x
5.9in. x 0.3in.The contemporary literature cites Wiener index as a topological parameter associated
with tree-like molecular graphs derived from organic molecular structures. Given a graph G the
corresponding Wiener index or total distance W(G) is defined as the sum of the graphic distances
reckoned across all possible vertex-pairs of G. Then W(G) of a graph G may be co-related to the
physico-chemical properties of an organic compound represented as G. This book explores some
combinatorial and graph theoretic aspects of Wiener index of broad interest to practical Computer
Scientists and Mathematicians. Such aspects are considered relevant to the process of drug
synthesis and in the identification of lead drug candidates. It may be noted that the study of Wiener
index and its variants are current areas of research from the standpoint of Mathematical Chemistry.
This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN.
Paperback.
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These kinds of pdf is the best publication readily available. This is for anyone who statte there had not been a well worth reading through. You wont truly
feel monotony at at any moment of your own time (that's what catalogs are for relating to if you ask me).
-- Neil Halvorson-- Neil Halvorson

A brand new eBook with an all new point of view. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this written e publication. Your life span is going to
be change once you comprehensive looking at this publication.
-- Sabina Waelchi-- Sabina Waelchi
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